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TDI Imaging: In Time Delay Integration (TDI) imaging, electrons generated in the image sensor by
impinging photons from the scene move from pixel to pixel as the same time as the scene à This allows
to increase the exposure time and thus image quality.

State of the Art CCD

CCD Sensor: To allow TDI operation, a sensor (matrix of pixels) capable of transferring signal (electrons)
from pixel to pixel is thus needed. Charge Coupled Devices (CCD) are based on this principle.

• Electrons are usually transported under the
influence of planar electrodes :
à This limits the charge storage capability of
each pixel.
à It also limits the quality of charge transfer : a
little bit of the signal is lost when transferring
from pixel to pixel.
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Caused by:
• On their way, electrons encounter defects that can
capture them.
• Charges need a certain amount of time to travel from
pixel to pixel.
• With bad design, electrons can also encounter
electrostatic pockets that act like a well.

New CCD design

Charge Transfer
Inefficiency

Charge Transfer Inefficiency (CTI) =

Influenced by:
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• Time allowed for electrons to
transfer from pixel to pixel.
• Quality of the silicon used to
manufacture the sensor.
• Temperature at which the device
is operated.
• Type of charge transport
(surface/volume).
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• Two, face to face, vertical electrodes to
move electrons:
à This enhance the charge storage
capability of each pixel.
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à Better charge transport in the volume of
the pixel.

CTI vs phase aperture time for
different pixel length
Dark Current vs Phase aperture time

• Very good transfer
except for long pixels
à there’s not enough
time to transfer all
electrons and the
charge transfer
efficiency degrades
severely.
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First Measurements
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Conclusion à

Perspectives à

• Drawback of the
structure à A lot of
dark current (false
signal) !
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• Electrons are very well transferred, even with long pixels, if the transfer time is long enough.
• But, large false signal increase with transfer time.
à The transfer thus needs to be as short as possible to limit dark current.

• Exposure to irradiation to simulate and test hardness in space environment.
• Tests on new silicon with less charge capacity but theoretically less dark current.

